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This whimsical picture book for SENIORS has received a Midwest Book Award and an unbiased Publishers Gold Award.''
But she also celebrates her vitality, creativeness, and ''richness of years. Supplying wit, whimsy and vibrantly fanciful
artwork, Lucy Rose Fischer captures the essence of what it feels like to end up being ''new at being old. Women of the
Baby Boom generation will recognize themselves in I'm New at Getting Old and draw inspiration and courage out of this
honest and engaging publication. She frets about what might eventually her--the ''breakdown of movable parts'' and,
possibly, the ''unraveling of my brain. I'm New at Getting Old is a picture book for females.'' She involves understand
that she actually is becoming a member of a burgeoning sisterhood and that her new life is just beginning.'' At first, she
miracles: Is she ready because of this trip toward an alien universe ?
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A book to make people smile at the inevitable Fun and kind. Creative and Insightful What a creative book, approaching
the subject of a woman's ageing with humour, amazing artwork plus some poignancy. Makes me smile just thinking
about it. So true. I read this book each day, over and over. I have purchased several copies and sent them to close
friends. For those of us are new to getting old. Many pages produced me laugh!. She hits on many truths both visually in
the illustrations and in her text message. What a surprise it really is to be in my 70's! Lovely We bought five of
these..but especially for those are in a particular generation ? The artwork is absolutely gorgeous . The illustrations are
lovery and the accompaning text message is delightful. A great gift for just about any woman turning 60. Great book I
read this book while visiting friends in Florida. That they had it on the coffee table. It is a quick read, funny and great. I
have today bought one as a gift for a pal of mine. Of training course, Amazon is the spot to buy. Makes a nice gift or gift
someone to yourself! Four Stars Beautiful book about aging. I have more information on people I am giving the reserve to
. A Book to Share My sisters and mom laughed and cried jointly reading this. A great gift for your "old" friends. It is in
ideal condition. Occasionally we forget to end up being kind to ourselves. I boight 6 copies for my close friends, having
milestone birthdays. The artwork is wonderful and quirky simultaneously....and the ones who are heading that method. I
acquired this as something special from an excellent friend, and I enjoyed it so much I instantly ordered a duplicate for
every of my sisters... It really is a beautiful little book. Book on Aging This is among the best books on aging I've ever
read. It's brief, funny, true (I simply turned 90 therefore i should be aware of)and beautifully illustrated. Me too! So
great!. How did I reach be this age?. A wonderful reserve for everyone. This is right on. One for each of my sisters as a
holiday gift...
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